Inspiring
Science

Covance Clinical inspiring science provides cutting-edge counsel and a sounding board for strategic
development plans. Our scientific team is dedicated to furthering innovations in science and brings
that same passion to their therapeutic areas. Discover our solutions within inspiring science, as well
as our expertise by therapeutic area.

Solutions
Product Development Consulting Group

Dedicated Biomarker Solution Center

This group bridges the gap between science and
business to accelerate product development.
Specialists, who are both scientists and experienced
drug developers, guide our teams through the
rapidly changing scientific and regulatory frontiers
to maximize the value of an asset, extending patent
life and maximizing asset value for the sponsor.

Our Biomarker Solution Center is a leader in
biomarker applications, driving innovative precision
medicine therapies.

Precision Medicine
Enterprise-wide expertise in both diagnostics and
drug development support any development need
in the area of targeted therapy.

Cell and Gene Therapy
With specialized expertise, coordinated capabilities
and focused investments across non-clinical, clinical
and post-approval phases, we can help reduce the
time and risk in product development. We have
supported the development of both FDA approved
CAR-T therapies and helped advance the first two
FDA approved gene replacement therapies.

Therapeutic Area Expertise
NASH

Rare & Pediatric

Covance is the leading CRO in NASH having the
largest informative knowledgebase of NASH sites
worldwide, including randomized and biopsyconfirmed patients, modern diagnostic test results
and comprehensive clinical experience from early
strategic planning to full clinical development. Our
Liver Therapeutic Area Head is an internationally
recognized leader in NASH clinical research and
author of highly cited review articles published in
prestigious scientific journals.

We have a unique combination of dedicated rare
disease and pediatric expertise and comprehensive
cross-functional operational support. We have a
robust study planning team and execution strategies
that anticipate regulatory hurdles and make patient
centricity an integral part of the path forward to
accelerate patient identification and recruitment.

Oncology

Diabetes & Related Complications

We have an oncology team comprised of medical,
regulatory and operational professionals with
extensive drug development expertise across tumors
and therapies. These include CAR-T, genomics,
biomarkers, companion diagnostics and adaptive
trial design.

Covance is a leading CRO with pioneering enterprise
solutions in clinical development for Type I and Type
II diabetes and chronic complications of diabetes
including cardiovascular diseases, nephropathy and
retinopathy. Our Therapeutic Area Head for diabetes
and metabolic disorders is an internationally
recognized endocrinologist who co-edited the
recent comprehensive 5th edition of the popular
Textbook of Diabetes (Wiley Blackwell).
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